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Abstract

The Commute Atlanta Instrumented Vehicle GPS Data is currently the longest running data source available for the comprehensive analysis of individual trip and activity demand. Among other exciting research opportunities for mobility analysis, the longitudinal data have opened the field for testing hypotheses developed to describe human spatial behavior over time.

This paper provides an overview of how the unique GPS data can be used in travel behavior analysis. At the same time, the paper provides analytical results of destination choice and activity spaces assessed for a one-year travel period.

The investigation focuses on the enumeration of trips and unique locations visited over time which is employed as a straightforward way to reveal spatio-temporal patterns of travel behavior. It offers new insights into the nature of stability, innovation, and variety seeking in locational choice.
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1 Longitudinal data, GPS and the question of locational choice

The understanding of the variability of individual choices over time is a major precondition for integrated transport planning approaches (Jones, Koppelman and Orfeuil, 1990). Fortunately, over the last few years, considerable progress has been made in the analysis of stability and variability of individual travel behavior. European multi-week travel diary studies such as MobiDrive (Axhausen, Zimmermann, Schönfelder, Rindsfüser and Haupt, 2002) facilitated relevant research into intra-personal mobility which would become important in activity-based modeling (Pas and Koppelman, 1986). Meanwhile, the number of studies using such data is expanding, ranging from descriptive analysis of rhythms and routines (Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2001), to the development of activity space measures (Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003a, b), to new advanced model developments in travel duration and time use (Bhat, Srinivasan and Axhausen, 2005).

Such successful experiences with the travel diary data have increased researchers’ interest in accessing long-term travel databases which capture even great seasonal variability in vehicle/driver-specific travel demand. One means for collecting longitudinal data, which has been available since the late 1990s, is the use of in-vehicle or on-body Global Positioning System (GPS) devices in combination with GIS. GPS systems are especially promising for use in the field of route choice analysis (Li, 2004), but also in the context of travel behavior analysis (see Wolf, Guensler and Bachman, 2001) to which this paper adds.

Mixed data collection approaches have been successful in the enhancement of ordinary travel diary studies, making use of GPS/GIS technology for exact time and destination recording and capture of trip underreporting (Wolf, Oliveira and Thompson, 2003; Ogle, Ko, Li and Guensler, 2005). Such studies typically involve driver-computer interaction, and at the very least driver-survey interaction. In passive vehicle monitoring position data are collected by GPS/GIS systems without any information input by the drivers (Lee-Gosselin, 2002). In many cases the motivation for such passive data collection efforts have arisen from other concerns (such as traffic safety), often requiring extensive data post-processing to link onroad data to other parameters of concern (see also Wolf, Schönfelder, Samaga, Oliveira and Axhausen, 2004 and Ogle, 2005 for relevant examples).
The Commute Atlanta GPS data set serves as the base for this paper on destination choice. Commute Atlanta is an ongoing research effort that involves the passive monitoring of approximately 450 vehicles in the Atlanta metropolitan area (Ogle, Guensler and Elango, forthcoming). Second-by-second speed and position data are collected for every instrumented-vehicle trip and data processing activities are automated. When the study is complete, vehicle data will have been collected from each vehicle for two to three full years.

“Where are we heading?” – A focus on location choice

There has been a long tradition in human geography to develop approaches to represent and model location and destination choice as well as the usage of urban space. Most of the efforts such as the Action Space (e.g. Horton and Reynolds, 1971) or Space-Time Prisms (Lenntorp, 1976) are only conceptual, and where suitable data or surrogate information was available some models were selectively tested. Interestingly, there has more recently been an interest of geographers and transport researchers in re-implementing such geographic concepts using new GIS data (Newsome, Walcott and Smith, 1998 or Kwan, 1999). However, those concepts often only describe the individual potentials of travel based upon spatial knowledge, mobility resources, the objective supply of opportunities, etc., rather than revealed behavior.

Daily revealed structures of human spatial behavior are described as activity spaces. Activity spaces represent the space which contains the places that individuals are regularly in contact with over a given period of time. Empirical work on revealed locational choice over time is still rare. The collection of long-term household and person mobility data along with the possibility to easily geo-reference trip destination addresses has only now opened the field for testing hypotheses developed to describe human spatial behavior. Several recent studies use multi-day data to address several issues in activity travel behavior and space that could not have been empirically assessed in the past (Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2003a, 2003b; Kitamura, Yamamoto, Susilo and Axhausen, 2005). Such detailed analyses of longitudinal data allow planners and modelers to better understand the behavioral mechanisms behind the dispersion and concentration of activities. Furthermore, the identification of revealed individual activity spaces will increase transport planning’s ability to more realistically define choice set for destination choice.

This paper provides an overview of how the Commute Atlanta GPS data can be used in travel behavior analysis. At the same time, the paper provides analytical results of locational choice assessed for a one-year travel period.
The paper is organized as follows: The next section briefly describes the Commute Atlanta Program. Chapter 3 focuses on the post data-processing and the extracted data set itself which is used for the analyses. The next section examines the revealed structures of observed locational choice and activity spaces. In conclusion, the paper will suggest directions for further research, in particular the potential for the prediction of activity space structures as well as for the redefinition of individual choice sets in destination choice models.
2 Commute Atlanta research objectives

The Commute Atlanta program is funded by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Office of Value Pricing Programs and the Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT). The main objective of the multi-year Commute Atlanta program is to assess the effects of converting automotive fuel tax, registration fee, and insurance costs into variable driving costs. The project includes the parallel collection of instrumented vehicle data, household socio-demographic surveys, annual two-day travel diaries, and employer commute options surveys.

The research program spans three phases and includes multiple data collection efforts. The first phase included one continuous year of data collection with no treatments to define baseline travel patterns. Due to seasonal variations in travel, researchers desired a full one-year baseline to develop appropriate relationships between pricing treatments and changes in travel behavior in future years. The second research phase began in July 2005 and is designed to evaluate the effects of fixed cent/mile pricing. The third phase of research begins in 2006 and includes a real-time congestion pricing increment of 20 cents/mile when the vehicle is operated on the freeway under congested conditions (in-vehicle data terminals display real-time price). Households begin with larger incentive accounts, which are drawn down at a faster rate. The third phase is designed to examine the impact of such financial incentives on travel time choice.

To establish baseline travel patterns, the research team installed 487 GT Trip Data Collectors in the vehicles of 268 participating households to collect second-by-second vehicle activity data (vehicle speed, acceleration, position, and engine operating parameters). Monitoring began for most almost all vehicles in September-December 2003. The data used in preparing the analyses reported in this paper were collected from January-December 2004.

The random stratified sampling framework for household and vehicle recruitment was designed to accommodate hypothesis testing within the incentive-based research goals. Random sampling across the region was desired, given the differences in lifestyles, access to freeways and transit, and land use characteristics. Consumer response to pricing was foreseen to be dependent upon household income as well as ability to respond to pricing incentives, with household structure and vehicle availability being the variables likely to affect the potential for car and ride sharing (see Ogle, Guensler and Elango, forthcoming, for specific recruitment criteria and opt-in, opt-out analyses).
Due to equipment defect rates which run approximately 3-5%/year (random memory card, GPS, antenna, or other failures), not every vehicle could be monitored on every day in 2004. The sale and purchase of vehicles and household turnover also lead to unmonitored travel. However, the research design and equipment reporting routines allow researchers to determine on which vehicle-days travel is not electronically monitored. The origin and destination location (latitude/longitude) of each trip was recorded and used to examine travel patterns, distances, and ranges of operation for each vehicle. Because each vehicle is tied to a specific household, each trip can be linked to its demographic characteristics. Plus, home and work locations are known for each participant. Because approximately 80% of these vehicles are not shared, the majority of the trips can be linked directly to the age and gender of the driver.
3 Initial data availability as well description of processing and reduction

The Commute Atlanta data lacks a range of information ordinary travel survey data sets usually provide. Because only vehicle activity is monitored, there is a systematic omission of other travel modes such as walking, bicycling, and transit use\(^1\). Positive driver identification for shared vehicles is also not provided by the system,\(^2\) which appears to increase significantly weekend travel (Guensler, Ogle and Li, 2005). However, the most important element that is not directly collected for each trip is trip purposes. While approximately 60-70% of travel is fairly routine and trip purpose can be identified based upon physical location (home, work, school, day care, and basic shopping), significant additional data processing and imputation is required (geo-referencing of routine locations based upon travel diary data). However, given that the objective of this study is to demonstrate how the data can be used and the ad-hoc analysis of location choice structures over time, the data have been not processed to code known trip purposes as has been done in other studies (Schönfelder and Samaga, 2003 and Wolf, Schönfelder, Samaga, Oliveira and Axhausen, 2004). This coding work is ongoing and will be a component of the evaluation of travel change in the Commute Atlanta study. To match minimal needs for a straightforward investigation, the post-processing included initial filtering of the raw data as well as the identification of trip end positions.

**Initial filtering and cleaning**

The data used in the analyses reported in this paper were pre-processed to remove vehicle activity that does not contribute to travel demand. Vehicle engines are often started and then stopped and then restarted before a real trip begins (perhaps to go back into the residence for a forgotten item). Vehicles are moved in and out of driveways, and are often idled for extended periods. While such information is useful in vehicle emissions analysis, these activities do not constitute vehicle trips. Criteria established in previous studies (Wolf, 2000; Pearson,

\(^1\) Note, however, that the two-day travel diary studies conducted for the participants showed a very low rate of alternative mode use. In spring 2004, only 19 of more than 3,500 reported travel diary trips were conducted on transit and only six were conducted on bicycle. Hence transit and bicycle use is not likely to significantly impact the results of the analyses reported in this paper (see also Ogle, Ko, Li and Guenlser, 2005).

\(^2\) Recent research indicates that positive driver identification may be possible through the analysis of engine operating parameters (throttle position, engine speed, manifold pressure, etc.) which vary from person to person.
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Wolf et al., 2001) were applied here. To remain consistent with previous studies, trips with engine operating durations of less than 120 seconds or activity durations of less than 3 minutes were screened from the travel data. In addition, trips for which GPS data were not available (or where a previous trip’s destination did not match the next trip’s origin location) due to satellite data drops were eliminated. The filtering of the database applying a threshold approach does not systematically prevent that all erroneous trips are detected and erased. Especially if dealing with large data sets such as the Commute Atlanta data, it rather guarantees a minimum of quality.

Identification of trip end position

The Commute Atlanta study establishes trip starts and ends through engine operation. Trip recording begins at engine on and stops at engine off. Chained trips that do not include turning the engine off (approximately 15% of all trips made during the travel diary comparison period) must be identified through post-processing in a GIS system (see Wolf, Oliveira and Thompson, 2003; Ogle, Ko, Li and Guensler, 2005) and are not included in this analysis. For repeated trips to the same location, the final resting position of the vehicle can vary significantly. Parking location depends upon parking availability. To identify and categorize unique destinations, a straightforward statistical clustering approach was applied. All stop positions within a radius of 200 meters were grouped to one unique location using the highly efficient nearest centroid sorting cluster method (Anderberg, 1973).

The resulting data base

The resulting data base for analysis contains trips of 418 cars owned by 263 households with 655 household members (including non-drivers, children etc.) The number of monitored days per vehicle and mobile days ranges 7 to 367 and 7 to 361 respectively. The average share of

---

3 More recent analysis of the Commute Atlanta data indicates that these criteria are probably a bit too stringent. Drop-off trips to video stores, stops at automatic teller machines, and passenger drop-offs are often of much shorter activity duration. The research team is currently analyzing short duration trips to enhance screening criteria and methods.
usage is about 75%, i.e. the vehicles were used on 75% of the monitoring days in average. Up to more than 3,600 trips per car were observed.

The imputed trip data widely correspond with available cross-sectional travel – but not in total congruity. This is not illogical considering the unique longitudinal structure of the Commute Atlanta data, the limitations given by the sample size as well as structure and the rough post-processing of the data base. The average number of car trips per day (4.1) is about 20% larger than the NHTS average (3.4), with the mean daily trip duration (70 min/day) and distance (48 km/day) smaller than the national mean (88.7 and 52.8 respectively). Consequentially, considerably shorter drives were monitored compared to the national travel diary survey. Similar results were found in earlier comparisons of GPS traces with ordinary cross-sectional travel diary data (Wolf et al., 2004).
4 Indicators of observed destination choice behaviour: Enumeration and listing of places visited

The enumeration of trips and especially of the unique locations visited over time is employed here as a straightforward way to reveal stability, innovation, and variety seeking in locational choice. The exercise is rarely performed (see Marble and Bowlby, 1968; Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2004). The approach acts as an indicator for which has been described above as human activity space.

One main methodological issue in the enumeration procedure is the concept of unique locations – especially when analyzing GPS traces. A unique location is usually defined as the product of geocode and trip purpose (see also Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2004). Here, unique locations were estimated by clustering stop end positions, but activity purpose information is not yet available. The number of unique locations under the classical definition (location and trip purpose) will be somewhat higher for the Commute Atlanta data than is reported here.

**Distribution of trips and unique locations over time**

The earlier analysis of long-duration data sets such as Mobidrive underpinned the hypothesis that the amount of travel, number of unique locations, and their spatial distribution are all directly related. To provide an impression of how much travel one can expect if people are observed over prolonged time periods, the observed trip rates are reported below.

Figure 1 shows the average weekly trip rates – covering mobile as well as immobile days. The numbers mainly follow a normal distribution with a slight right skew. The average is about 23 trips per week which corresponds with earlier analysis results from the comparable Copenhagen AKTA study (Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2004).
The relationship of trips to unique locations was previously unknowable, as cross-sectional surveys cannot provide a credible estimate of this parameter. The available long-term travel data now permit an insight into this aspect of spatial choice behavior. If the number of unique locations grows consistently with the number of trips, then variety seeking, for its own sake, becomes an explanation of these choices.

Figure 2 represents the ratio which is about 0.17 unique locations to trips over time. Interestingly, ratios were found similar (around 0.2) in other longitudinal data sets analyzed (ibid.).
Figure 2  Relationship of number of trips and number of unique locations

![Graph showing the relationship between number of trips and number of unique locations.](image)

Trend line (inception set to 0!):
Slope: $y=0.14x$
$R^2=0.47$

Unique locations:
Mean: 148,
Std.: 77,
Skewness: 0.95

---

**Share of trips to most important destinations**

The definition of activity space as an area which contains the locations with which a person has regular contact expresses, per se, the day-to-day stability in destination choice. Although we can show that numerous places are visited, each place is not visited with the same frequency. There seems to be a small number of dominant locations within the observation period. From the perspective of survey design and transport planning, the number of locations necessary to describe a substantial part of a person’s travel behavior is of interest.

Figure 3 shows the average shares of non-home-based trips which are directed to the 10 most important unique locations identified. The cumulative share of these first ten locations is about 60% in the GPS observation. For travel diary studies, this figure can be even higher (see Mobi*drive*). Given the fact that in total about 25-40% of all trips are home-directed, over longer periods daily life is notably concentrated at few places.
Spatial clusters

Clustering activities around few major pegs of daily life – such as home – is common in travel behavior. To minimize travel times and distances and due to the proximity of opportunities, people tend to group their activity demand in clusters. Almost all drivers in Commute Atlanta behave this way. Given a rather rough definition of a cluster, i.e. a common catchment radius of 1000m crow-fly distance, a minimum of 10\% of all trips directed to the cluster, and at least three unique locations associated with the cluster (over all trips and the whole period of observation), 89\% of the drivers have at least one distinct centre of daily life. Compared to earlier investigations, the number of clusters in the GPS study is larger for the longer monitoring period, however it never exceeds five even after one year.

New locations over time

As shown so far, travel and activity behavior is dominated by a routine daily life structure. Travelers seem to “re-use” destinations due to an aspiration to simplify decision making (Diez and Stern, 1995) but simply also because the individual needs as well as the spatial supply is stable over prolonged periods. However, do people really have a restricted number of places they know and visit? Which is the “innovation rate”, i.e. the rate of places which is added to the set of already known places?

Longitudinal studies allow researchers to estimate an approximation of such innovation rate by enumerating the “new” or better so far unobserved places over the course of the monitor-
ing period. Figure 4 shows the average number of additional locations per day by observation week that had not yet been visited previously during the survey periods. There seems to be a limitless number of places people can come to know, because even after many weeks there are still places people travel to for the first time. Comparing the results to other similar GPS tracing experiments available (Borlänge and Copenhagen), there are similarities in the figure visible for the urban areas Atlanta and Copenhagen and a big difference compared to the small town of Borlänge (50,000 inhabitants; Sweden) which does not offer a comparable variety of destination and activity opportunities. In the long run, the GPS observations shows an average of about one to two previously not observed locations added per day which is about one trip higher than in longitudinal travel diary studies (Schönfelder and Axhausen, 2004).

Clearly, this result provokes the question if these “new” locations are added to the personal standard destination repertoire. This cannot be answered explicitly as the drivers have not been asked to provide such information, but a further analysis offers some explanation: Figure

---

4 The Atlanta and Copenhagen data include travel outside of the metropolitan areas whereas the Borlänge data is limited to a fairly small monitoring area covering a radius of about 20 km around the town centre.
5 shows the total number of locations not previously observed, the locations which are added to a pre-defined standard locations repertoire, and those which are visited only once in the long run (“dropped places”). The standard sets represent the 5, 10 and 20 most visited places over the whole period of monitoring. Unsurprisingly, the average share of dropped places increases steadily as with ongoing time fewer new places get the chance to become a regularly visited destination. However, the standard destination repertoires obviously become entirely visible after a few weeks, which is interesting in terms of future survey design procedures. In other words, it takes about five to ten weeks of monitoring (see also Mobidrive for comparison) to gain a relative certainty about individual destination choice preferences. Given the complexity of daily life, this is a fairly small number.

**Figure 5** Number of “new”, unobserved locations per monitoring day by week respectively by day of reporting (Mobidrive)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commute Atlanta</th>
<th>Mobidrive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Development of activity space sizes**

Apart from an estimation of the average number of new places over the course of the study period and the question of the consolidation of destination choice, the data allows to represent the development of activity space sizes over time. As a straightforward indicator of such development, we choose the (crow-line) distance of the unique locations visited from home. The hypothesis behind this analysis is twofold: First, “new” locations tend to be chosen further away from home as for example variety seeking aspirations in spatial choice values closer locations less than those further away from one’s centre of life. Second, even though this trend might be observed, the temporal development of day-to-day activity space size is rather stable.
given the set of time, space, speed and social coordination restrictions one has to face (Hägerstrand).

Figure 6 (left) shows that on the aggregate level this hypothesis can be confirmed. The home distance of “so far undiscovered” places is substantially higher than for all unique locations visited. The average home distance (whole sample) of new locations is even increasing over the monitoring period (see linear trend line with a slope of 0.61). The average home distance of all places remains more or less the same, though, with no visible increase in the spatial distribution of places.

A side product of the analysis is an indication of how seasonality affects destination choice (Figure 6 right). If the monthly deviation of home distance from the yearly mean is calculated, we find that the spring and summer months yield a significantly more disperse choice of locations than the other months – again an indication of variety seeking in spatial behavior. This is true for the so far undiscovered as well as the total of places visited.

**Figure 6** Development of activity space size: Average distances of locations from home

**Destination choice and personal characteristics**

The analysis will finally link some of the measurements to the socio-economic and life-style variables describing the respondents. As mentioned above, the GPS study was accompanied by a comprehensive debriefing of the drivers and further household members which allows to
describe the respondents in great socioeconomic detail (Ogle et al., forthcoming). Only part of the available rich information is used here.

Table 1 summarizes the socioeconomic differences for three selected measures of destination choice structures. These are the ratio of number of unique locations to number of trips, the concentration of trips in the five most visited destinations, and the amount of activity clusters as described above. In general, there are only few differences salient. Differences in the means can be found for the percentage of trips directed to the five most visited locations, and here especially for gender, household size, age, working status and household income. The ratio of trips to locations varies little – however, there is an indication that low-income household drivers tend to visit few(er) locations with regard to their amount of trips. Clustering activities may be seen as an equally generalized behavioral pattern with little disparity between travelers. Again low household income and to some extent the working status “homemaker” show some differences with higher rates than the general mean of 1.7.

An analysis of variance (SAS “General Linear Model” framework) confirms the impression of a modest socioeconomic influence. The model for the dependent variable ratio of locations to trips yields few clarity with significant main effects (p<0.05) only for household size and multi car household members (more than 1 vehicle per person in average). Even weaker explanation gives a model for the number of activity clusters with only the co-variable household size significant. This indicates the independence of socioeconomic factors for these two behavioral patterns. More significant main effects and the best explanation of variance ($R^2=0.2$) could be found for the concentration of trips into few important locations measure. Effects – corresponding to the descriptives given below – are visible for gender, members of multi car households and especially for working status (fulltime working). This shows that the spatial concentration of trips may be greatly described as a function of occupation status and especially fulltime working connected with strong behavioral routines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Activity space indicator by socioeconomic characteristics: Differences in means (weighted by number of mobile days)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ratio of number of locations to number of trips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (230)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male (175)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single household (48)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two persons (166)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three and more persons (190)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 to 24 years (19)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 to 44 years (146)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 to 59 years (147)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 years and older (73)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time (225)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part time (42)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired (67)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homemaker (38)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed (12)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (5)</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household income</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low (&lt;20,000$) (5)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (20,000$-99,999$) (260)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High (&gt;=100,000$) (137)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than one car per HH member</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (358)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes (60)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person shares car with others</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (346)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes (62)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HH location &gt; 20 km from city center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (102)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes (316)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cont.

High net residential density$^5$
(>= 6 residential units per acre)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No (290)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes (10)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mean</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding vehicles with missing information

---

$^5$ Net residential density was calculated as part of the SMARTRAQ study (Bachman, 2002) and reflects the average number of residences per residential acre within a one kilometer grid cell. Unfortunately, the low spatial resolution tends to dilute the potential effects of higher density housing and may not reflect a useful indicator of actual neighborhood density. These values will need to be refined for future studies.
5 Conclusions

The results of the initial data processing as well as analysis of the Commute Atlanta GPS traces have shown that the usage of the longitudinal data source for travel behavior analysis is promising and provides new insights into the structure, size and stability of human activity spaces. Clearly, the future post-processing procedure needs to focus on a better detection of structural inaccuracies, such as the systematic reconstruction of complete trips and the unambiguous identification of the actual driver. However, the bias within the data is moderate – even after applying a rough cleaning procedure, only.

The enumeration and mapping of the observed trips and locations reflects an empirical confirmation of conceptual approaches in transport geography and provides moreover a better insight into the structures of spatial choice. The major finding is clearly the ambiguity between strong habits and variety seeking in human spatial behavior. On the one hand, the concentration of trips into few predominant destinations is large; on the other hand, the innovation or discovery rate of “new” places remains stable even after one year of monitoring. Furthermore, while the activity space size in total remains mainly the same due the general limitations of given time budgets and speeds, new places regularly are searched beyond the boundaries of one’s daily “home range”. In summary, the empirical analysis has sharpened our understanding of what human activity spaces are: a manifestation of our daily lives (Jakle, Brunn and Roseman, 1976) – where places are permanently re-used, discovered, taken stock and put aside.

One interesting issue in further research will be the potential for predicting spatial choice and activity spaces. Will we be able to make reliable assumptions about the socioeconomic impact on the personal activity space? And is there a chance to “reconstruct” human activity spaces based on the observed equilibrium of the perceived choice set, individual innovation rates and one’s aspiration for variety seeking in general? What we could show so far is that the amount of travel directly affects the number of unique locations. Even if the latter number not necessarily leads to a greater dispersion of visited places and therefore to a larger activity space, the same determinants which control the amount of mobility will have an impact on the perception, knowledge and acquisition of urban space as well as on the personal innovation rate in spatial choice. Furthermore, if the structure of the activity space is a function of the places known and again, the observed extent and the consolidation of an individual innovation rate, activity spaces might be predicted to a certain extent.
Finally, the results inhabit the potential to influence current practice in transport modeling. The investigation will deepen the discussion on the size and structure of the individual choice set in destination choice. For simplicity, modeling widely assumes that all spatial alternatives are known to the traveler which allows create an arbitrarily composed choice set for estimation. The analysis of longitudinal data sets such as Commute Atlanta has shown that this practice eventually leads to biased parameter estimates, as the alternatives of which the traveler is aware are limited, clustered and unevenly known. Observed spatial behavior is a trade-off, which cannot be replicated by a random sample of alternatives. The challenge of defining appropriate – more likely condensed – choice sets needs to be addressed in future work.
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